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Green economic growth is the main direction of China’s future economic
development, while energy efficiency improvement—an important prerequisite
for promoting the nation’s sustainable development—is a necessary way to
guarantee its economic transformation and development. It is thus of great
practical significance to study the relationship between energy efficiency
improvement and green economic development. On the basis of analyzing the
mechanism and how energy efficiency improvement influences green economic
growth, this papermeasures energy efficiency with the SBMmodel and constructs
a system of green economic growth index, and verifies the relationship between
energy efficiency improvement and green economic growth with an econometric
model empirical analysis. It is found that, on thewhole, the improvement of energy
efficiency at this stage in China inhibits green economic growth. However, with
the improvement of energy efficiency level, the inhibition effect gradually
weakens, showing a non-linear trajectory of “inhibition–inhibition weakening”.
At present, China’s energy rebound effect is still on the rise in the short term, and
green economic development is restrained to a certain extent. The current
expansion of the industrial sector will exacerbate resource consumption and
pollutant emissions, while technological innovation and urbanization levels will
alleviate the current energy rebound tension. The paper concludes with
recommendations from the perspectives of the government, R&D institutions
and personnel, the power sector, and urbanization.
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1 Introduction

With more than 40 years of the implementation of the reform and opening-up policy,
China’s economy has witnessed a significantly steady development, creating a miracle of
growth in the history of world economy. However, the traditional crude economic
development approach has brought about certain consequences like high energy
consumption and serious pollution, which are imposing considerable pressure on the
nation’s natural resources and ecological environment. In order to achieve sustainable
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socio-economic development in China, a low-carbon green
transformation of the economy is an inevitable choice. In 2020,
China made a commitment to the world at the United Nations
General Assembly that it would “peak at 2030 and become carbon
neutral in 2060”; in 2021, China clearly proposed in its 14th Five-
Year Plan that it would adhere to the path of green and sustainable
development; and in 2022, China further emphasized the need to
implement high-quality development, to unswervingly follow the
ecological priority, green and low-carbon high-quality development
path, and to make efforts to promote the comprehensive green
transformation of economic and social development.

Energy utilization efficiency is one of the significant factors to
measure the quality of contemporary economic development and an
important means to achieve green economic growth. From the
perspective of resource sustainability, Huang et al. (2023) pointed
out that energy efficiency improvement could largely reduce the
waste of resources, alleviate the contradiction triggered by resource
allocation, and contribute to sustainable socio-economic
development. From the perspective of environment, energy
efficiency improvement can reduce pollutant emissions to the
environment through energy-saving and carbon emission cuts.
From the perspective of economic output, energy efficiency boost
can lead to improved production efficiency and stimulate the
increase of gross national product (GNP). From the perspective
of international economic competition, an effective increase in
energy efficiency can generate low-cost advantages for local
manufacturing industries and enhance international market
competitiveness. However, from the perspective of the whole
economic system, energy efficiency improvement may also
produce a series of negative impacts. For example, Li (2021)
suggested that the energy rebound effect, which would render the
potential goals of energy conservation and emission reduction
unattainable, could result in the failure of environmental policies
and thus hinder the prospect of green economic growth. At the same
time, Zhang and Guo, (2023) found that the action mechanism of
energy efficiency was also likely to be inhibited or exacerbated by
other socio-economic development factors, such as the level of
industrial structure, urbanization level, and technological level.
Therefore, it has become urgent to explore the impact of energy
efficiency improvement on green economic growth.

Earlier scholars believed that the path of economic growth was
rather fixed and the main driving force came from traditional factors
of production such as technology, capital and labor. The
introduction of the concept of green growth has provided
scholars with new research ideas, and at the same time, they
pointed out the direction for optimizing economic growth. Green
economic growth is influenced by a variety of factors, and is mostly
analyzed from the perspectives of environmental policy,
technological innovation and resource utilization on the basis of
connotations. The mainstream view is that environmental policy,
technological innovation and resource utilization all have positive
effects on green economic growth. Wang and Liu (2015), by
exploring whether energy conservation and emission reduction
policies would impact green productivity from the perspective of
total factor productivity (TFP), found that policies of energy
conservation and emission reduction could significantly promote
green economic growth and they achieved this mainly through
technological progress. Zhang and Bai (2016), by including such

green growth indices as technological gap, technological
introduction and independent R&D in the measurement model,
analyzed the green economic growth of Chinese industries, and
finally found that the green economic growth in regions of high-tech
levels mainly relied on independent R&D, and areas with medium
and low levels of technology chiefly depended on technological
introduction, while the technological gap between regions could
contribute to green economic development. Li (2019) studied the
levels and influencing factors of green economic growth based on
data from Japan, and eventually found that technological innovation
and the importance of basic education are the main drivers of green
economic growth.

As a key part of resources, energy has both economic and
environmental attributes, and the impact of its utilization on
green economic growth has received much attention from the
academic community. Current research mainly focuses on clean
energy, energy consumption and energy efficiency. Regarding the
greening process of energy use and green economic development,
Wang and Li (2021) concluded that there was a two-way causal
relationship between clean energy and green economic growth, and
the positive effect of clean energy on green economic growth
outweighed the negative effect. Shobande et al. (2023) argued
that the development of renewable energy is important for
reducing carbon emissions. Wan (2022) empirically demonstrated
by the VAR model1 that the contribution of clean energy to green
economic development is higher than that of other energy sources.

Differences, however, also exist in academic views on the
relationship between energy consumption and economic growth.
Han et al. (2004) argued that there is a two-way causal relationship
between energy consumption and economic development, i.e., an
increase in energy consumption can promote economic
development, and economic development can also generate an
increased demand for energy consumption. Another scholar
Wang (2020) believed that economic growth is a one-way cause
of the greening transition in energy use. In addition, some other
scholars focus on energy efficiency. By definition, the increase in
energy efficiency itself includes the economic benefits of energy
conservation. However, quite some scholars have found through
their research that this is not the case. After a study using the DSGE2

model, Wu et al. (2022) found that energy efficiency improvements
can indirectly weaken economic growth through energy prices and
environmental expenditures. Some scholars observed, by means of
the energy rebound effect, the negative impact of energy efficiency
improvement. For example, Zhang and Zhang (2014), after
measuring the energy rebound, found that energy efficiency boost
had generated unsatisfactory energy savings, and energy
consumption had little impact on economic growth. Lin and
Zhou (2022) found no significant improvement in the quality of
economic growth by energy efficiency, but there was a significant

1 VAR model(Vector Autoregressive Model) is a model of unstructured
system of equations used to estimate the dynamic relationship between
multiple variables.

2 DSGE (Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium) model is an equation for
the optimal behavior of each economic agent in the face of a variety of
different environmental constraints, coupled with market conditions,
before obtaining the final equation for the overall economic satisfaction
in the uncertain environment.
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U-shaped relationship between energy efficiency and the quality of
economic growth. Hu et al. (2019) found that energy rebound
existed in more than 60% of Chinese cities—with those in east
and central China recording more obvious rebounds—and the
energy rebound effect was more pronounced when technological
progress improved energy efficiency. Xu et al. (2022) reported that
technological progress has continuously exacerbated energy
rebound in recent years, and the positive effect brought about by
technological progress mainly flows to high energy-consuming
sectors, making energy consumption intensity remain at a high
level amidst economic growth, and virtually reaching a dilemma of
low-level or inefficient energy conservation. Jia et al. (2022) analyzed
carbon energy consumption and found that the carbon energy
rebound effect lingered within a high rebound interval. Except
for the period of relevant policy adjustment, the carbon energy
rebound has shown an increasing trend for most of the time.

Although the research work on the factors influencing green
economic growth is relatively mature, there is less literature directly
linking energy efficiency with green economic growth. Therefore,
based on the principle that the improvement of energy efficiency will
bring about resource saving and new energy demand, this paper will
sort out the channels and paths through which energy efficiency acts
on green economic growth. It aims to measure the total factor energy
efficiency and green economy level with the DEA method3 and
entropy method, and to answer the question of whether energy
efficiency can promote green economic growth through
econometric models. The study is intended to fill the gap in
research related to the role of energy efficiency in green
economic growth.

2 Theoretical analysis

2.1 Relationship between energy efficiency
and green economic growth

Green economic growth is an economic development that
integrates the concept of green development into economic
growth while effectively combining resources and environment
with economy. The improvement of energy efficiency
demonstrates both positive and negative influencing mechanisms
on green economic growth.

The mechanism of positive influence of energy efficiency
improvement on green economic growth is manifested as follows.
Firstly, there is the resource allocation effect. The improvement of
energy efficiency can largely facilitate the reallocation of resources,
reduce the possibility of resource mismatch and avoid the waste of
resources. Wei and Li (2017) noted that the rational allocation of
resources can effectively alleviate the pressure of resource shortage
in the process of late-stage industrial development, thus improving
output efficiency, maintaining sustainable economic development,

and promoting green economic growth. Secondly, there is the effect
of energy saving and carbon emission reduction. The improvement
of energy efficiency can effectively relieve energy pressure, cut
energy consumption and reduce pollutant emissions; the
upgrading of energy technology can also play a positive role in
combating pollution and improving the environment; while energy
saving and emission reduction can effectively facilitate the
development of green economy. Thirdly, increased energy
efficiency promotes green energy consumption. The key to
energy efficiency is to promote the development of green and
clean energy technology, and the popularity of such technology
can largely and widely expand the demand for new and green energy
consumption, which in turn will speed up the development of green
economy. Fourthly, energy efficiency boost contributes to the
optimization of energy structure. Zheng et al. (2021) stated that
one manifestation of lifted energy efficiency was the optimized
energy structure. It can further enhance the effect of energy
saving and emission reduction, and also accelerate the effect of
resource allocation, thus further promoting the development of
green economy.

Conversely, the mechanism of negative impact of energy
efficiency improvement on green economic growth is
demonstrated as follows. Firstly, it may lead to the excess of
resource factors. Ji (2020) pointed out that energy efficiency
enhancement could render the resource factors redundant, and
the excess and underutilization of resource factors would, to a
certain extent, hold back the development of green economy.
Secondly, better energy efficiency may lead to an increase in
energy consumption. Han et al. (2017) suggested that the
improvement in energy efficiency had proved to produce the
“energy rebound” effect. Amidst energy efficiency boost, energy
prices may fall, thus stimulating consumption of more energy.
Producers, on the other hand, tend to obtain more profits and
expand production, resulting inmore energy demand and eventually
pumping up energy consumption. While the gross national product
(GNP) has increased, the development of green economy has stalled.
Thirdly, it could worsen environmental pollution. The increase in
energy consumption stimulated by the boost in energy efficiency has
churned out more greenhouse gases and pollutant emissions, a
sudden increase in the pressure on environmental protection.
With a considerable portion of resources invested in
environmental conservation, the green economy is unavoidably
hampered to some extent.

2.2 Relationship between energy efficiency
and green economic growth under different
mechanisms of action

2.2.1 Action mechanism of technological
innovation: energy efficiency and green economic
growth

In the context of open innovation, be it external technology
acquisition or independent technology development, Shan (2018)
pointed out that there would be an obvious time lag between
technological innovation and its performance in the development
of social economy. Technological innovation is one of the main
influencing factors for energy efficiency improvement. When the

3 DEA method(Data envelopment analysis)is expressed as a ratio of outputs
to inputs. It is primarily a quantitative analysis method for evaluating the
relative effectiveness of comparable units of the same type on the basis of
multiple input indicators and multiple output indicators, utilizing the
method of linear programming.
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level of technological innovation is relatively low at the early stage of
its development, energy efficiency can be effectively improved to
promote the growth of green economy through energy saving and
emission reduction. However, Wang (2020) stated that if compared
with the capital cost, human cost and even energy consumption
already invested in the early stage of its R&D, the improvement of
energy efficiency usually failed to compensate for these resource
investments, and thus the growth of green economy was inhibited.
As technological innovation constantly develops, the innovative
level keeps rising and the technology continues to mature, the
positive externalities thus brought about not only help improve
the efficiency of energy, reducing production costs, but they also
yield high returns and low pollution. In addition, secondary
innovation is a probable result of high-end technological
development through the clustering effect of innovation factors.
Liu and Sun (2008) pointed out—through an empirical study on the
relationship between technological innovation, industrial structure
and energy consumption—that technological innovation could also
promote the upgrading of industrial structure and reduce resource
mismatch, so as to increase gross national product (GNP).

2.2.2 Action mechanism of industrial structure:
energy efficiency and green economic growth

Zhang and Cheng (2020) indicated that a proper industrial
structure usually generated a significant influence on energy
efficiency and green economic development. As the pillar of
China’s economy, the secondary industry has been the main
force of economic development. On the one hand, when the
secondary industry accounts for a larger share of the economic
structure, an improved economic level helps to increase the capital
investment in the innovation of energy technology, facilitate the
improvement of energy efficiency, reduce energy consumption for
industries, and lower the intensity of carbon emissions. On the other
hand, however, the expansion of traditional industrial sectors has
brought about a huge increase in energy consumption, which has led
to a relative decrease in energy efficiency. In general, due to the high
pollution and high emission characteristics of the secondary
industry, energy efficiency improvement can boost economic
growth but ignore the green development of the economy, and
instead, energy efficiency improvement actually hinders the growth
of green economy. Compared with the secondary industry, the
tertiary industry is less intensive in energy consumption and
environmental pollution. When the proportion of tertiary
industry increases in the economic structure, the investment
increase in innovation elements like high technology can provide
a better innovative environment for economic development and
promote technological progress while improving energy efficiency.
In addition, the rapid expansion and development of the tertiary
sector can directly contribute to green economic growth by resolving
social conflicts such as unemployment and community welfare
through spillover effects and scale effects of population.

2.2.3 Action mechanism of urbanization: energy
efficiency and green economic growth

The urbanization process is an indicator reflecting the level of
socio-economic development. At a low level of urbanization with a
small urban population, the improvement of energy efficiency can
lead to lower energy prices and reduce pollution emissions in

production, but it cannot effectively stimulate the increase of
consumption and production expansion, and the cost investment
to improve energy efficiency may lead to lower enterprise
performance and inhibit economic growth. When the urban
population gradually increases, Wu (2020) argued that the effects
of resource agglomeration, knowledge spillover and economies of
scale would come into play, which on the one hand might stimulate
competition, accelerate technological innovation, reduce resource
mismatch, produce effective improvement of energy efficiency,
promote industrial structure upgrading and increase output
value. On the other hand, Li et al. (2021) indicated that as the
economic level of urban areas improved, per capita income would go
up and residents’ awareness of environmental protection increases,
green consumption were likely to grow and ecological environment
would improve. The above changes will generally promote energy
efficiency, optimize the energy consumption structure, and reduce
the pressure on resources and environment, thus effectively
promoting green economic growth.

Based on the above theoretical analysis, the impact transmission
mechanism of energy efficiency affecting green economic growth in
this paper can be derived, as shown in Figure 1.

3 Model setting

3.1 Econometric model setting

Based on the previous analysis, and in order to explore the
impact of energy efficiency on green economic growth in China, the
following benchmark model is constructed, with reference to Chen
et al. (2020), for this paper:

Greeit � α0 + α1Effiit + α2Xit + uit + εit (1)
Where i and t represent the province and year, respectively;

Greeit is green economic growth; Effiit is energy efficiency; Xit

represents a series of control variables, including Urbn, FDI,
Disp, Huma, Envi, Stru, Gove and Tech; uit represents the fixed
effects of the province and year, and εit is a random error term. (See
Section 3.2; Table 2 for specific variable names and abbreviations).

Considering the possible non-linear effect of energy efficiency
on green economic growth, this paper introduces the threshold
model proposed by Hansen (1999). The model is constructed as
follows:

Greeit � ρ0 + ρ1Effiit × I Effiit ≤ θ( ) + ρ2Effiit × I Effiit > θ( )

+ ρ3Xit + μi + εit

(2)
Where the threshold variable is the energy efficiency, and I is

an indicator function that takes 0 or 1. It takes the value 1 if the
conditions in brackets are met; otherwise it takes 0. Eq. 2 is a
single-threshold model, which can be changed to a multi-
threshold form according to the actual demand and the
threshold significance test.

In order to further test the possible mechanisms of the roles of
industrial structure, technological innovation and urbanization level
in the relationship between energy efficiency and green economic
growth, with reference to Ye andWen (2013), the moderating model
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is selected for mechanism testing in this paper, and the model is set
below:

Greeit � α0 + α1Effiit + α2Effiit × Bit + α3Xit + uit + εit (3)
Where Bit denotes the moderators, which include Stru, Tech and

Urbn, respectively. The positive or negative properties of the
estimated coefficients α1 and α2, as well as their significance
levels, are used to determine whether Stru, Tech and Urbn play a
moderating role in the relationship between energy efficiency and
green economic growth.

Considering that the effect of energy efficiency on green
economic growth may be differentially influenced by Stru, Tech
and Urbn, the following model is thus set in this paper:

Greeit � ρ0 + ρ1Effiit × I Bit ≤ θ( ) + ρ2Effiit × I Bit > θ( ) + ρ3Xit

+ μi + εit

(4)
Where Bit represents the threshold variables, including Stru,

Tech and Urbn. The threshold setting of the model is determined
according to the test.

3.2 Selection and description of variables

3.2.1 Dependent variable
Level of green economic growth (Gree). When scholars at home

and abroad measure the index of green economic development level,
most of them measure it from such three levels as economy, ecology

and society. The Asian Development Bank (ADB) selected a total of
28 indicators to construct an inclusive measurement system of green
growth index around three themes: economic growth, social equity
and environmental sustainability; Gu (2022) selected 18 specific
secondary indicators from the three dimensions of economic
efficiency, social foundation and green environment. Geng and
Huang (2022) subdivided the social perspective into hard
conditions and soft guarantees to illustrate in more detail the
degree of contribution of social development to green economic
growth. Yang et al. (2022) and others introduced the government
factor on the basis of the above two scholars, adding the indicator of
government support; and at the second level indicators they roughly
categorized the resource environment into resource consumption
and environmental protection, while further subdividing social
development into four categories: science and technology,
education, innovation, and services.

According to the connotation of green economic growth and
the actual situation of each province in China, and with reference
to the relevant literature, we finally constructed a development
measurement and evaluation index system for green economy
consisting of three primary indicators—economic efficiency,
resource environment, and society and livelihood—and
12 secondary indicators. Under the principles of scientificalness,
factuality, data validity and accessibility, all the index data in this
paper are selected from the National Bureau of Statistics of China
(NBSC), the National Food and Strategic Reserves Administration
of China (NFSRAC), the Ecology and Environment of China
(MEEC), and the Ministry of Agriculture Rural Affairs of China
(MARAC). The data of all the indicators are retrieved from the

FIGURE 1
Transmission mechanism of energy efficiency affecting green economic growth.
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relevant databanks of NBSC, NFSRAC and MEEC between
2010 and 2020. The specific index system is shown in Table 1.

The results of the provincial measures of China’s green
economy growth are shown in Figure 2. There are large
differences in the growth level of green economy among the
nation’s provinces both in time and space. From the
geographical point of view, the high level of green economic
growth is mostly concentrated in the eastern and southern
regions, while the western and northern regions are generally at
a lower level, showing the geographical distribution pattern of
“strong in the east and south, weak in the west and north”; and the
majority of the high-level regions are concentrated in the
economically developed coastal areas, indicating that the level of
green economic growth is influenced by the level of local economic
development. From the perspective of time dimension, the growth
of green economy in each province shows a general trend of “the
east in the lead and the middle and west on the rise”. Additionally,
the green growth rate in the eastern region is still progressing in the

fast lane, and some provinces in the western region have also
realized a gradient leap.

3.2.2 Key explanatory variable
Energy efficiency (Effi). Energy efficiency is a comprehensive

indicator reflecting the efficiency of energy consumption and energy
utilization, thus the measure of economic efficiency from the input
and output of energy factors alone does not fully reflect the energy
utilization rate and high-quality economic development.
Considering that the current energy efficiency is also influenced
by other factors of production such as capital and labor, as well as the
possible pollutant emissions brought about by energy consumption,
this paper chooses the green total factor productivity—which allows
for multifactor inputs and pollutant emissions—to measure the
energy efficiency. Meanwhile, we make measurements of China’s
provincial energy efficiency by drawing on Wang and Lu, (2021)
practice of utilizing a super-efficiency SBM model with undesirable
outputs. (See the appendix for the specific calculation process).

TABLE 1 Measurement index system of development level for green economy.

Primary indicators Secondary indicators Properties Unit

Economic efficiency

Value-added of tertiary industry Positive Hundred million yuan

Consumer Price Index (CPI) Positive Previous year = 100

Per capita GDP Positive yuan

Internet broadband access users Positive 10,000 households

Resource Environment

Operating costs for industrial waste gas treatment facilities Negative Ten thousand yuan

Average amount of water used per person Positive m3/person

Electricity consumption Negative Hundred million kWh

Forest coverage rate Positive %

Society and People’s Livelihood

Income ratio of urban to rural residents (rural residents = 1) Negative yuan/person

Average number of college students currently on campus Positive People

Number of primary healthcare facilities Positive Sites

Urban registered unemployment rate Negative %

FIGURE 2
Regional differences of the level of green economic growth among 30 Chinese provinces, 2010-2020.
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The input factors selected in this paper include capital, labor and
energy consumption. Among them, capital is expressed with total
social fixed asset investment. By referring to the study of Zhang et al.
(2004), this paper adopts 2006 as the base period and estimates the
capital stock with the perpetual inventory method. In the formula
Kit � Iit + (1 − δ)Kit−1, the depreciation rate δ � 10.96%, and the
fixed asset price index is adopted for deflating. The labor force is
expressed with the number of employees at the end of the year.
Considering the existing energy consumption structure of China, coal
is still used as the main supply of energy, and coal consumption also
serves as an important criterion to measure the greening level of the
region, thus the consumption of coal is used as the input variable of
energy consumption in this paper. The regional GDP of the province
is used as the desired output; industrial sulfur dioxide emissions,
industrial wastewater emissions and industrial soot emissions are used
as the undesirable output.

Figure 3 shows the results of provincial measures of energy
efficiency. It can be seen that the overall energy efficiency level of
most provinces is low, and only some provinces show a more
prominent level of energy efficiency. Over time, the southern and
central provinces of China have experienced a rapid increase in
energy efficiency, while the northern provinces are all at low levels of
energy efficiency, with the gap in energy efficiency levels widening.
The fact that there are quite some provinces with boosted gradients
indicates that energy efficiency as a whole has been partially
improved, showing a distribution pattern of “central and
southern regions leading, and northern regions lagging behind”.

3.2.3 Control variables
Urbanization level (Urbn): The promotion of urbanization can

accelerate the intensive use of resources and the improvement of
industrialization level, which is a general rule of socio-economic
development. Generally speaking, urbanization level is closely
related to both energy efficiency and green economic growth, and
the level of urbanization affects energy efficiency and directly
contributes to green economic growth. In this paper, we adopt
the urbanization rate suggested by Hu et al. (2018) to demonstrate
the level of urbanization.

Foreign direct investment (FDI): As a factor of capital
production, direct investment by multinational companies also
enables the transfer of technology and environmental costs, so

FDI can significantly act on industries that require bulky capital
and technological inputs, and eventually affect the industrial
structure of China. Therefore, this paper will refer to Yuan and
Xie (2014) and utilize the FDI index.

Disposable income of urban residents (Disp): Considering that
disposable income of urban residents can directly affect the
development of green economy and energy consumption demand
of urban residents, their disposable income (its logarithm value) is
used to express this control variable.

Human capital (Huma): With the gradual massification of
higher education in China, human capital shows a more
significant correlation with graduates bearing a bachelor’s degree,
and college graduates can increasingly represent the quality level of
human capital.

Environmental regulation (Envi): Standards, institutions and
market incentives for the purposes of environmental protection can
significantly influence the development of regional green economies,
and the related expenditure on environmental protection needs to be
borne by the whole society. Therefore, this paper presents, by drawing
on the practice of Tao and Zhou (2015), the level of environmental
regulation with the intensity of environmental regulation, which is
measured by the ratio of completed investment in industrial pollution
control to the added-value of the secondary industry.

Industrial structure (Stru): The secondary industry, as the largest
energy-consuming sector, is the mainstay of resource consumption and
environmental pollution. Therefore, this paper draws on the practice of
Duan and Du, (2022) and uses the proportion of secondary industry
(percentage) to measure the change in regional industrial structure.

Level of governmental financial support (Gove): The
development of green economy cannot be separated from the
support and guidance of the government and market managers,
so this paper follows the same approach as Yang et al. (2023) and
employs the proportion of financial expenditure to GDP in
expressing the level of financial support.

Level of technological innovation (Tech): Scientific and
technological innovation can develop synergistically with energy
efficiency, and green economic development is also inseparable from
the support of green innovative technology. Therefore, this paper
draws on the practice of Wang et al. (2023) to interpret the level of
technological innovation by the logarithm of the number of patent
applications granted.

FIGURE 3
Regional differences of energy efficiency levels among 30 Chinese provinces, 2010-2020.
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3.2.4 Threshold variables (moderating variables)
In this paper, Stru, Tech and Urbn are used as threshold

variables, with the selection of specific measurement indicators
already shown in the above Section: Control variables.

3.3 Data sources

Considering that since 2010, the Chinese government has
gradually introduced policies to start phasing out backward
production capacities and increasing investment in clean energy,
China’s domestic energy and environmental policies have been
significantly modified. To ensure the completeness of the panel
data and the robustness of the regression results, this paper selects
data between 2010 and 2020 from 30 provinces (municipalities) in
China to conduct the study, and after data processing, 330 data
samples are obtained as province-year observations. The data used for
the study in this paper are mainly from the EPS database, Wind
database and the Chinese City Statistical Yearbook of the 11 years
Table 2 shows the results of descriptive statistics of the variables in this
paper. The results show that themean value of Gree is 0.2897, with the
maximum value at 0.5813, the minimum at 0.1021, and the standard
deviation at 0.0812, indicating that there are large differences in green
economic growth levels among different provinces andmunicipalities.
The mean value of Effi is 0.4304, with the maximum value at 1.2818,
the minimum value at 0.0000, and the standard deviation at 0.2751,
indicating that there is a large difference in energy efficiency between
different places. The rest control variables also have significant
variability among different provinces.

4 Empirical conclusion and analysis

4.1 Analysis of benchmark regression results

In this paper, the software Stata 17.0 and a benchmark
regression model are applied to the selected full sample data of
30 provinces (municipalities) across China from 2010 to 2020.
Meanwhile, in order to further explore the different impacts of
energy efficiency improvement on green economic growth in

different regions of China, this paper, referring to Liu et al.
(2022), divides the selected Chinese provinces into three sub-
regions, i.e., eastern, central and western regions, to probe the
characteristics of the spatial distribution in different sub-regions
regarding the impacts of energy efficiency on green economic
growth. The results are shown in Table 3.

Table 3 above reports the results of the benchmark regression
model for the impact of energy efficiency improvement on green
economic growth in China. In Column (1) of the table, the estimated
coefficient of the core explanatory variable, energy efficiency (Effi), is
significantly negative, indicating that the higher the energy
efficiency, the lower the level of green economic growth. In other
words, the increase in energy efficiency inhibits the green economic
growth in China at this stage. The reason for this could be that China
is still in the rising period of energy “rebound effect”, and the
increase of energy efficiency level further increases the consumption
of energy, which in turn hinders the green economic growth. Among
the remaining control variables, urbanization level and FDI show a
significant positive effect on green economic growth, while
technological innovation, government financial support and
urban disposable income show a significant inhibitory effect on
green economic growth, with human capital having no effect on
green economic growth.

The regression results in Columns (2)–(4) of Table 3 reflect
different coefficients of energy efficiency (Effi) in relation to green
economic performance in the three sub-regions. The coefficient of
energy efficiency improvement on green economic growth in the
eastern region is −0.0260, significant at a 1% level of significance,
i.e., energy efficiency in the eastern provinces inhibits the growth of
their green economies. The coefficient of the central region is 0.0513,
significant at 5%, i.e., increases in energy efficiency in the middle
part of China promote regional development of green economy. The
coefficient of the western sub-region, however, is 0.0420, not
significant, suggesting that energy efficiency boost and green
economic growth there do not show a strong correlation.
Generally, the eastern, central and western regions show a spatial
pattern of “inhibiting—promoting—not significant”. Given the
actual situation, the eastern region has a developed economy,
strong technological innovation capability, advanced production
technologies, and high efficiency of resource utilization, and the

TABLE 2 Statistical description of the variables.

Variables Observations Average value Standard deviation Maximum value Minimum value

Gree 330 0.2897 0.0812 0.5813 0.1021

Effi 330 0.4304 0.2751 1.2818 0.0000

Urbn 330 0.5836 0.1252 0.8960 0.3381

FDI 330 81.0060 79.0744 357.5956 0.0446

Huma 330 8.9325 6.9087 43.8000 2.1629

Disp 330 9.9231 0.3153 10.8536 9.2049

Envi 330 0.0029 0.0028 0.0245 0.0000

Stru 330 43.6717 8.8125 59.0000 15.8000

Gove 330 26.1611 11.3986 75.8292 11.2987

Tech 330 10.0157 1.4679 13.4726 5.5759
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rebound effect there is dominant. The central region, where energy
efficiency is low, however, has not reached, or incompletely reached,
the rebound stage of energy efficiency improvement, and is currently
in the partial rebound stages according to Hu et al. (2019). The effect
of energy saving and production expansion generated by energy
efficiency improvement is greater than that of increased resource
consumption brought about by energy rebound, as is reflected in
promoting the development of green economy. At this stage, energy
efficiency improvement can reduce energy consumption, which in
turn promotes the development of green economy. As for the western
sub-region, the effect of energy efficiency increase on green economic
growth has not been reflected yet, probably because the western
provinces are rich in fossil energy resources and located in less
developed areas, and thus the economic development thereof does
not heavily rely on energy. Furthermore, the western region is mostly
an environmental protection zone—which attaches more importance
to environmental conservation than the eastern and central sub-
regions—so energy efficiency improvement and green economic
development are not directly interrelated.

4.2 Analysis of heterogeneous regression
results of energy efficiency

Before estimating the threshold model, a test for the existence of
the panel threshold is conducted based on Hansen, (1999) method.
After 300 iterations of Bootstrap self-sustaining sampling, the results
show that in the threshold model test with energy efficiency as the
explanatory variable, the energy efficiency level threshold
significantly passes the single threshold but fails the double and
triple threshold tests. Therefore, the regression model with a single
threshold is set on this basis, and the regression results are obtained
as shown in Table 4.

The results in Table 4 show that with the increase of energy
efficiency, the impact of energy efficiency on China’s green
economic growth shows different degrees of inhibition, i.e., the
impact of energy efficiency on green economic growth has a non-
linear trajectory of “inhibition—weakening inhibition”. Specifically,
when the threshold energy efficiency is lower than 0.2406, the
coefficient of energy efficiency on green economic growth
is −0.1719, which means that energy efficiency at a low level
hinders the development of green economy as a whole; when
energy efficiency is equal to or higher than 0.2406, the coefficient
of energy efficiency on green economic growth is −0.0203, and the
coefficient of energy efficiency on green economic growth is still
negative, but the inhibitory effect is gradually weakening.
Furthermore, as China is currently in a critical period of
industrial structure upgrading and energy structure
transformation, the engine of the old economic growth mode has
been slightly weak and worn out; the driving power of the new
economic growth mode, however, has not been fully incubated, and
the economic growth is therefore lacking in strength. Moreover, the

TABLE 3 Spatial distribution of energy efficiency Impacts on green economic growth.

Variables (1) (2) (3) (4)

National Eastern Central Western

Effi −0.0177*** (−2.73) −0.0260*** (−3.63) 0.0513** (2.34) 0.0420 (1.53)

Urbn 0.3278*** (3.36) 0.5559*** (3.58) 0.6954*** (3.48) 0.9516*** (2.66)

FDI 0.0002*** (5.94) 0.0001** (2.54) 0.0004*** (4.98) −0.0001 (−0.29)

Huma −0.0004 (−0.43) 0.0001 (0.07) −0.0081*** (−3.43) −0.0026 (−1.07)

Disp −0.2009*** (−5.57) −0.2437*** (−4.18) −0.0915* (−1.70) −0.1445* (−1.81)

Envi 1.6419** (2.57) 4.7493*** (2.89) 1.2117 (1.31) 0.2649 (0.32)

Stru 0.0018*** (3.68) 0.0035*** (3.30) 0.0007 (1.46) −0.0022** (−2.22)

Gove −0.0016*** (−2.79) 0.0008 (0.49) −0.0001 (−0.16) −0.0012 (−1.55)

Tech −0.0385*** (−6.87) −0.0651*** (−5.75) −0.0304*** (−4.60) −0.0282*** (−2.91)

Cons 2.2941*** (6.69) 2.7860*** (4.49) 1.4547*** (3.97) 1.5449** (2.07)

N 330 132 99 99

R2 0.7967 0.8531 0.9389 0.7912

1) The figures in brackets refer to the Z statistics of the coefficients; 2) *, ** and *** refer to the significant results at the significance levels of 10%, 5% and 1%, respectively. The same rule applies

hereinafter.

TABLE 4 Results of energy efficiency threshold.

Effi

Threshold 0.2406

95% confidence interval [0.2388, 0.2424]

Effi (Effi ≤0.2406) −0.1719*** (−5.83)

Effi (Effi >0.2406) −0.0203** (−2.53)

Cons 0.7652*** (3.11)

N 330

R2 0.6753
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coal-based energy structure hardly fits into the current environment
of green economic growth, and the rebound effect from energy
efficiency improvement has not yet reached its peak, resulting in the
fact that at this stage China’s green economic growth is blocked with
great resistance.

4.3 Analysis of mechanism test results

It is found, on the basis of the preceding theoretical analysis, that
Stru, Tech and Urbn all play a role in the influence of energy efficiency
on the level of green economic growth. In order to verify this theoretical
hypothesis, the moderating model is selected for empirical testing in
this paper, and the regression results are shown in Table 5.

In Column (1), the coefficients of Effi and Effi × Stru as
moderating variables do not show significance, indicating that
industrial structure does not have a moderating effect on the
relationship between energy efficiency and green economic growth.
In reality, China’s industrial structure is in a period of transformation
and upgrading, with advanced manufacturing and backward
production capacity co-existing, and with an insignificant energy
rebound effect caused by industrial structure fluctuations. The Effi
coefficient in Column (2) is significantly negative, while the Effi ×
Tech coefficient is significantly positive. This indicates that, from a
practical point of view, the effects of lower energy consumption and
higher output brought about by the increased level of technological
innovation have sufficiently ameliorated the situation that energy
efficiency improvement inhibits green economic growth, with
technological innovation playing a positive moderating effect. The
coefficient of Urbn in Column (3) is significantly negative, and that of
Effi × Urbn is significantly positive. This indicates that—due to the
positive moderating effect of the increased urbanization level—the
agglomeration effect of resources, knowledge spillover effect and effect
of economies of scale have effectively improved the situation that the
increase of energy efficiency inhibits the growth of green economy.

4.4 Analysis of threshold effect

4.4.1 Threshold effect of industrial structure
To verify the above analysis of the moderating mechanism, this

paper explores the threshold effect of industrial structure to test

whether the rationalization of industrial structure contributes to
green economic growth. By testing the existence of the panel
threshold, it is found that the industrial structure threshold does
not pass the double threshold and triple threshold tests, and there is
a nonlinear single threshold relationship. Therefore, the regression
model of a single threshold is set on this basis, and the regression
results are obtained as shown in Table 6.

As shown in Table 6, the effect of energy efficiency on green
economic growth shows a non-linear relationship of
“insignificant—inhibition” with the increase of the proportion of
secondary industry in the industrial structure observations. When
Stru ≤44.6, the coefficient of energy efficiency on green economic
growth is 0.0047, but the p-value is not significant, which indicates
that when the proportion of the secondary industry is low, the effect
of energy efficiency improvement on green economic growth is not
significant; when Stru >44.6, the coefficient is −0.0656, and energy
efficiency significantly inhibits green economic development at the
1% level, which suggests that when the proportion of industrial
manufacturing is too large, energy efficiency improvement hinders
green economic development instead. The fact suggests that a large
share of the secondary sectors means that most of the production
factors such as technology and capital are flowing to the energy-
intensive industrial manufacturing sectors. The expansion of the
industrial sectors will intensify resource consumption, increase
energy consumption and pollutant emissions, and thus reduce
the level of green economic growth.

4.4.2 Threshold effect of technological innovation
This paper explores the threshold effect of technological

innovation to test whether technological innovation contributes
to green economic growth. By testing the existence of the panel
threshold, it is found that the threshold of technological innovation
fails the dual-threshold and triple-threshold tests, and there is a
nonlinear single-threshold relationship. Therefore, the regression
model of a single threshold was set on this basis, and the regression
results were obtained as in Table 7.

As shown in Table 7, the effect of energy efficiency on green
economic growth shows a non-linear relationship of
“inhibiting—promoting” as the level of technological innovation
increases. When Tech ≤12.5060, energy efficiency improvement
significantly inhibits the growth of green economy, and when
Tech >12.5060, energy efficiency increase significantly promotes
the growth of green economy. To start with, in light of the
characteristics of technological innovation, the effectiveness of

TABLE 5 Results of mechanism test.

Variable (1) (2) (3)

Stru Tech Urbn

Effi 0.0082 (0.47) −0.1206** (−2.32) −0.1061*** (−3.32)

Effi × Stru −0.0008 (−1.59)

Effi × Tech 0.0093** (2.00)

Effi × Urbn 0.1330*** (2.38)

Cons 2.1925*** (0.3478) 2.3961*** (6.95) 2.2333*** (6.58)

N 330 330 330

R2 0.7986 0.7996 0.8024

TABLE 6 Results of Industrial structure threshold.

Stru

Threshold 44.6000

95% confidence interval [44.4324, 44.7348]

Effi (Stru ≤44.6) 0.0047 (0.57)

Effi (Stru >44.6) −0.0656*** (−6.56)

Cons 0.5332** (2.25)

N 330

R2 0.7003
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technological innovation has a time lag. At the initial low level of
technological innovation, in order to achieve the progress of sci-tech
innovation, the demand for energy resources in enterprises
increases, and a large amount of capital, manpower, resources
and other innovation factors are invested, only to obtain a small
increase in energy efficiency. The effect of energy saving and
emission reduction at this stage is not noticeable, with the
effective growth of the green economy inhibited. Next, the
improvement of technological innovation level will stimulate
industrial production and increase energy demand, while the
boost of energy efficiency is limited by the bottleneck of
technological innovation, and the overall downward trend of
green economic development level is observed when comparing
the two. In the later stage, with the continuous level improvement of
technological innovation, the industrial structure is optimized, the
energy efficiency improvement effect is prominent, and the green
and low-carbon technology is continuously moving towards
maturity and application, which will further benefit the green
economic growth.

4.4.3 Threshold effect of urbanization level
This paper explores the threshold effect of technological

innovation to test whether the level of urbanization contributes
to green economic growth. By testing the existence of the panel
threshold, it is found that the threshold of urbanization level fails the
triple-threshold test, while the double thresholds pass the
significance test with a nonlinear double-threshold
relationship. Therefore, the regression model of the double
thresholds is set on this basis, and the regression results are
obtained as shown in Table 8.

The regression results of the double panel thresholds are shown
in the above table. The results indicate that there is a significant
double-threshold effect of urbanization between energy efficiency
and green economic growth, showing an inverse “N-type” non-
linear effect. When Urbn ≤0.6951, energy efficiency improvement
shows a significant negative effect on green economic growth. When
0.6951 < Urbn <0.8470, energy efficiency increases, making a
significant contribution to green economic growth. When
Urbn >0.8470, energy efficiency enhancement significantly
inhibits the green economic growth in China.

In light of the actual analysis, when the level of urbanization is
low, the economic growth rate and range are restricted, green
technologies are developed to some extent but incompletely,
energy efficiency enhancement is limited, and the high cost of

putting green low-carbon technologies into use may lead to the
closure or bankruptcy crisis of small- and medium-sized enterprises.
As urbanization deepens, the per capita income of residents
increases, and public awareness of environmental protection
strengthens, and the consumption structure can be effectively
influenced. This, in turn, drives the product structure toward
high-tech and green directions, and improves the energy
efficiency in line with the demand for green development.
Resources are effectively allocated, pollution emissions are
reduced, and production efficiency is improved, jointly
promoting the green and quality growth of the national
economy. However, when urbanization develops faster than
necessary, urban diseases emerge. For example, energy efficiency
improvement stimulates residents’ energy consumption, more
energy will be consumed. Population concentration also leads to
lower urban operation efficiency and increases energy consumption,
both of which exacerbate the pressure on resource supply and inhibit
the development of green economy.

5 Robustness tests

As there may be some bias in the previous regression results, this
paper further employs endogeneity tests and sample subintervals for
the following robustness tests.

5.1 Endogeneity test

A key point of empirical research is to address the endogeneity
issue. As for the research content of this paper, there may be reverse
causality between energy efficiency and green economic growth,
which could influence each other. On the other hand, there are
plentiful exogenous factors affecting green economic growth, and
some influencing variables are likely to have been omitted. As the
systematic GMM method4 is an important method to test the
endogeneity issue, this paper constructs a two-step systematic

TABLE 8 Results of urbanization level threshold.

Urbn

Threshold 0.6951, 0.8470

95% confidence interval [0.6921, 0.7002], [0.8360, 0.8596]

Effi (Urbn ≤0.6951) −0.0317*** (−3.36)

Effi (0.6591 < Urbn ≤0.8470) 0.0709*** (5.63)

Effi (Urbn >0.8470) −0.0291** (−1.99)

Cons 0.8527*** (3.68)

N 330

R2 0.7251

TABLE 7 Results of technological innovation level threshold.

Tech

Threshold 12.5060

95% confidence interva [12.4647, 12.5589]

Effi (Tech ≤12.5060) −0.0329*** (−4.09)

Effi (Tech >12.5060) 0.0479*** (3.98)

Cons 0.7160*** (3.01)

N 330

R2 0.6961

4 GMM (Generalized Method of Moment) is a model that explains economic
phenomena based on a finite number of mathematical parameters. It uses
optimal estimation techniques to fit large amounts of data to predict and
analyze the patterns hidden behind them.
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GMM method for endogeneity test to deal with the possible
endogeneity slip in order to ensure the reliability of the empirical
results. The model setup is shown as follows:

Greeit � α0 + α1Greeit−1 + α2Effiit + α3Xit + uit + εit (5)
Where Gririt−1 represents the green economy growth lagged by

one order. To avoid the autocorrelation likelihood of the
perturbation term εit, the Arellano-Bond test for autocorrelation
is introduced. In addition, the dependent variables, namely, the
second- and third-order lag terms of energy efficiency are selected as
instrumental variables in this paper, and the Hansen test is
introduced to identify the validity of the instrumental variables.
The results of the systematic GMM model are shown in Table 9
below.

The Arellano-Bond test results in Table 9 show that AR (1)
passes the 1% significance level test and AR (2) fails the significance
test. It suggests that there is first-order autocorrelation in the
differences of the model perturbation terms, which do not pass
second-order autocorrelation, i.e., the perturbation terms are not
auto-correlated, and thus estimation with the systematic GMM
model is feasible. Additionally, the results of Hansen’s test show
that the original hypothesis cannot be rejected, indicating the
validity of all instrumental variables. Therefore, all the
instrumental variables selected in this paper are rational and valid.

The coefficient of L. Gree is positive and significant at the 1%
level of significance, indicating that green economic growth in the
previous period is highly positively correlated with that in the
current period, and that green economic growth is fairly
persistent over time. The coefficient of Effi is significantly
negative, indicating that the energy efficiency has a dampening
effect on green economic growth, a result that remains largely
consistent with the regression results of the benchmark model,
confirming the robustness of the conclusions in the paper.

5.2 Sample subinterval estimation

As the COVID-19 pandemic has imposed a lingering negative
impact on the energy industry and green sectors, as well as on many
others, this paper draws on Duan and Zhuang, (2021) practice, and

chooses to exclude the sample data for 2019 and 2020, the early stage
of the pandemic, to further examine the model’s estimation results
for the sample subintervals. The results are shown in Table 10.

The estimation results of the sample subintervals in Table 10
show that the energy efficiency continues to exert a significant
negative effect on China’s green economic growth, and the
remaining control variables stay largely consistent, indicating the
validity of the theoretical hypotheses in this paper and further
confirming the robustness of the benchmark regression results.

6 Conclusion and policy implications

This paper, by constructing an analysis of the impact
mechanism of energy efficiency improvement on green economic
growth, has explained the linear as well as nonlinear effects between
them, and studied the impact of energy efficiency improvement on
green economic growth from different perspectives such as
technological innovation, industrial structure and urbanization
level, before empirically verifying the relevant theories based on
provincial-level regional panel data in China. Three major findings
are reached. 1) On the whole, energy efficiency improvement is
currently inhibiting the growth of its green economy. However, as
the energy efficiency level increases, the inhibitory effect gradually
weakens, showing a non-linear trajectory of “inhibition—weakening
inhibition”. 2) In the short term, China is still in the expansion stage
of energy consumption, and the development of its green economy is
thus limited to a certain extent. 3) The expansion of the nation’s
industrial sectors will intensify resource consumption and pollutant
emissions, while technological innovation and urbanization levels
can ease the current strenuous status of energy rebound.

Based on the aforementioned research findings, this paper
presents the following policy implications. Firstly, with regard to
the government, there is a need to intensify efforts towards energy
structure reform while concurrently promoting energy efficiency.
Given the presence of the energy rebound effect, it is crucial to adjust

TABLE 9 Endogeneity test results.

Variables Gree

L. Gree 0.8345*** (9.96)

Effi −0.0638** (−2.22)

Cons −0.3021 (−0.86)

N 300

AR (1)–P value −3.48 (0.001)

AR (2)–P value 1.05 (0.292)

Hansen–P value 28.09 (0.107)

chi2 14,210.84

Number of instrumental variables 31

TABLE 10 Model estimation results for sample subintervals.

Variables Gree

Effi −0.0350*** (−4.11)

Urbn 0.2443** (2.48)

FDI 0.0001*** (3.98)

Disp −0.0003 (−0.34)

Huma −0.1872*** (−5.79)

Envi 0.4303 (0.79)

Stru 0.0018*** (3.73)

Gove −0.0010* (−1.86)

Tech −0.0326*** (−5.93)

Cons 2.1550*** (6.98)

N 270

R2 0.7341
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the energy consumption structure based on the specific attributes of
various energy sources and the distinct characteristics exhibited by
different regions. In alignment with such adjustments, it becomes
essential to optimize emission reduction strategies. Furthermore,
there exists an opportunity to pursue the enhancement of efficiency
by utilizing non-renewable conventional energy sources, including
coal, charcoal, and oil. Simultaneously, endeavors to broaden the
scope and utilization of cleaner energy sources, such as hydropower
and solar energy, should be undertaken. With a combination of
measures such as energy pricing, taxation, and subsidies, certain
regions can employ administrative and market mechanisms to
alleviate their reliance on traditional energy consumption patterns.

Secondly, in order to foster a greater inclination among R&D
institutions and personnel to enhance their investments in eco-
friendly innovation technologies, it is imperative for research
organizations to augment their financial commitments towards
green technologies. At the same time, they should introduce novel
technological advancements and innovative management approaches
while effectuating institutional reforms. Concurrently, it is imperative
to prioritize the cultivation of relevant technical expertise and foster
the intra-regional mobility of proficient practitioners, thus resulting in
a synergistic confluence of industry, academia, and research. This shall
afford a heightened fluidity to the process of industrializing green
innovation technology. Additionally, magnifying collaborations with
green innovation enterprises shall effectively mitigate the barriers
constraining enterprises’ endeavors in embracing eco-friendly
transformations.

Thirdly, for the electricity industry, it is crucial to prioritize the
feedback effect of industrial and technological structure, thereby avoiding
the energy-saving trap caused by an excessive concentration of
production factors in high energy-consuming sectors. By employing
market mechanisms to eliminate outdated capacity and reorganize
surplus productivity in high energy-consuming sectors, we can guide
advanced technologies and supportive policies towards low energy-
consuming sectors, thus reducing the counteractive rebound effect of
energy consumption. Furthermore, enhancing the deep integration of
themanufacturing industry and themodern service sector can effectively
reduce resource waste and energy consumption, thereby offering greater
development opportunities for environmentally friendly industries like
renewable energy.

Lastly, it is imperative to maintain an appropriate level of
urbanization. High-quality urban development should be firmly
grounded in reality, avoiding the pitfalls of urbanization that are
detached from industrial and agricultural foundations or overly
inflated by the tertiary sector. By intensifying the efficient use of
resources through urban economics, it is possible to facilitate the
optimization of industrial structures, as well as the concentration of
human and financial capital. This not only enhances energy
efficiency but also augments the potential for regional green
growth. Strengthening the provision of public services in cities
can mitigate social inequities that may otherwise obstruct the
process of sustainable growth.
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